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In the tradition of Thomas Hanna' By integrating your body and mind to accomplish greater
coordination, agility, balance, and efficiency, you can improve every part of your life, from
everyday to high-performance activities.s Discomfort Free, Frank Wildman' Regardless of your
age or condition, Transformation Your Age will add years of easy flexibility to your life, and
promises that you can stay fit, healthful, toned, and energetic throughout midlife and beyond,
without injury or discomfort.s Somatics and Pete Egoscue's Switch Your Age offers a successful
program for improving health, vitality, and fitness in any age.
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good book, but not for everyone The lessons in this publication are easy to do and can bring
great relief, in case you are suffering from back discomfort, as I do.The few photographs in the
book are a good idea if you are uncertain how exactly to interpret the written instructions.]~Anti-
Ageing Psychologist Dr. it will not be a reserve, but an audio instruction; that is how "awareness
through movement" is typically taught.!The transformation your age concept is that people
develop practices and our habits become rigid, causing us to go like "old people. It could also
interrupt the circulation of your consciousness and overall body encounter.! Something, I
shouldn't have to do..2. While the title might sound like it is an easier version of Change Your
Age, it is a publication written for Feldenkrais practitioners and provides those hour very long
exercises. A good instructor would show you to accomplish everthing with less work and more
awareness. If you come from a "no pain, no gain" mindset, there is absolutely no way you could
adapt to this different way of performing lessons without guidance.When you have taken those
two hurdles you are set for some great body experience.! Better Movement ENABLES YOU TO
Younger and Healthier Moshe Feldenkrais, who died in 1984, created an extremely unique
movement therapy system predicated on a systems understanding of the mind and body, a
developmental method of movement, and increasing awareness of movement. I've tried to read
Feldenkrais books and also have acquired about ten person Feldenkrais sessions. The books
were daunting. The payoff is shifting with grace, integration, and coordination, moving even
more adaptively, reducing discomfort and stress, reducing the risk of mishaps and fractures, and
reducing wear and tear on our bodies. Five Stars perfectly for seniors. I love the idea of
"movement age" as even more important than chronological age. Excellent for As a qualified
Feldenkrais practitioner with over 12 years experience, my clients often wish to know more
about what Feldenkrais is about, so they can get the most benefit. Wildman's developmental
psychology strategy is far more optimistic and generative.You can stream or download my (free)
55-minute podcast interview with Dr. While I browse, I could visualize the motions and start
moving just like a kid again. Dr. This book is fantastic. These are exercises that can be done at
home and require no special devices, no special clothes, and you don't actually break a sweat.To
interrupt your lession to take a look at the book isn't a good alternative. A few of the exercises
are quick and simple to follow while others are more difficult. Michael Brickey, [. This instructor I
got while excellent was so non-directive I was very discouraged. I think some of the other books
are excellent for studying Feldenkrais philosophy, yet if somebody asked me for a reserve they
could go through to learn more, I would hands-down recommend that one. Wildman is usually
also author of The Busy Person's Guideline to Easier Motion. There is absolutely no way you can
do these lessons properly unless you experienced a few classes of Feldenkrais "Recognition
Through Movement" with a good instructor. To my delight his publication is very practical,
readable, and as directive as Feldenkrais can get. Wildman at [. The reserve should come with a
CD or MP3 downloads.In gnerenal, however, this book has two major flaws:1. Taking some time
to become more aware of our anatomies and do movements we don't normally perform can
undo maturing and rigidity in how exactly we move..] Actually made me feel younger I have been
using the exercise lessons in this publication both for myself and for my clients (I actually am a
Feldenkrais Practitioner) for many months with positive results.!" To increase the problem,
popular approaches to exercise have a tendency to only move specific muscles in certain ways
and leave us unprepared for lateral moves and coping with varied situations. I discover that
exercises that are challenging initially become easy after many attempts on following days. the
book is a superb adjunct Four Stars Well thought out. The program is definitely fun and does
make you feel young and more active. Physicians and therapists usually focus on pathology. In



my opinion, this is a best publication to make reference to clients first, especially if they result
from doing other fitness, yoga exercises, pilates, etc., yet are still dealing with aches and pains.
Great material unless you need the accompanying photos for reference..! This enables us to
work very collaboratively. Plus, when I've recommended several book, this is actually the one
that my clients in fact read and inform me is most useful. One Star Disappointed!Note that Dr.!.
It empowers you, and it is readable.]Oakland, CA Pictures are horrible. Dark backgrounds with
versions in dark clothing Photos are horrible. Dark backgrounds with models in dark clothing,
printed in dark and white. There are therefore many assumptions in current means of
considering fitness, and Change YOUR ACTUAL AGE does a good job of addressing them in
keeping sense language.We was delighted when I came across Frank Wildman's Change Your
Age.. Most likely better for the total beginner. Among the keys is not really to attempt to hard, As
Frank Wildman says, 'Sometimes sufficient is good enough'. with photos very clear and text easy
to understand Well-organized book,with photos very clear and text message easy to
comprehend. I find I actually make use of at least ONE movement daily, unconsciously! Smart,
informative Smart, informative, smart way to LEARN on the subject of your body, and help to
keep it all moving, and workout most kinks and pains WITHOUT meds!!!So, what I did so is We
recorded the program in MP3 format. I also recommend the DVDs, when you have trouble
following text.!!! After reading this reserve, I find my customers then come to me with
suggestions! I have been performing these lessons going back 3 or 4 4 weeks and I am looking
forward to doing them every morning.! It will change your age!There is no way a normal human
being could memorize all of the instructions of an individual lesson and "simply do it".!Eveline
Wu[. Wildman breaks the exercises into five-minute explorations. You can understand how to
move like the . Most likely better for the absolute beginner for those who want the audio version,
you can purchase Frank's 3 part DVD set which also offers visuals.. This book is excellent. You
can understand how to move like the small keikeis. Great for seniors. Reading the publication on
my samsung stomach=ndroid cell phone with a kindle app, I was able to pick it up and browse
when I got a few minutes here and there. Feldenkrais is normally taught in one hour lessons. I
would recommend this book. Therefore, in case you are interested in getting the benefits of
Feldenkrais, such as for example pain relief, improved mobility, more energy, and feeling better
within your body, but baffled how to get the most out of it, and you need something to learn, I
recommend this one.
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